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Hollow ion formation and decay in slow Bi461-C60 collisions

Uwe Thumm
J. R. Macdonald Laboratory, Department of Physics, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Kansas 66506

~Received 3 July 1996!

The interaction of slow highly charged ions with many-electron targets leads to the formation of unstable,
multiply excited projectiles. We simulated the formation of such hollow ions for slow incident Bi461 projec-
tiles and C60 targets. Our semiclassical overbarrier simulation includes resonant exchange and Auger emission
of electrons. It models the dynamical variation of level occupations and charge states during the collision and
predicts highly unstable hollow ions immediately after the collision. With respect to the subsequent down-
stream relaxation of the hollow ions, we propose a simple relaxation scheme that includes autoionizing and
radiative transitions. As a consequence of this downstream relaxation, almost all of the resonantly captured
electrons are emitted.@S1050-2947~97!09201-9#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 34.70.1e, 82.30.Fi, 61.46.1w
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the past few years, the interaction of high
charged ions with metal@1–13# and insulating@14–18# sur-
faces and clusters@19–25# has been a subject of rapidly in
creasing experimental and theoretical interest. For graz
incidence collisions with surfaces, recent experiments h
measured the final charge-state distribution of the surfa
scattered projectile@13#, the deflection angle@26,18#, and the
emission of electrons@6,7,11,15# and photons@1,5,12# during
and after the projectile surface interaction. More recen
insulating surfaces have been added to the list of target
terials, and interesting phenomena have been seen,
traced to distinctly different electronic properties of insula
as compared with metal surfaces@15,17#. The most obvious
differences between insulating and conducting targets are
lated to different conductivities that lead to the local acc
mulation of charges on insulators. These localized char
in turn, influence the subsequent charge-transfer dynam
and the projectile trajectory. In general, an approaching p
jectile first captures electrons from the highest occupied
get levels, i.e., from levels that are energetically close to
Fermi level. This means that the location of the Fermi lev
i.e., the work function, becomes an important substra
dependent parameter in the description of the cha
exchange process. The charge-transfer dynamics on ins
ing and metal surfaces also differs with respect to
availability of unoccupied surface states above the Fe
level of a metal, allowing for the recapture of an electr
after a previously captured electron is energetically shif
accross the Fermi level and into resonance with the uno
pied part of the conduction band. For insulators this reson
loss channel is closed, since a broadband gap is loc
above the Fermi level.

Cluster targets, in particular fullerenes, combine seve
of the above-mentioned features of charge transfer on me
and insulators. For clusters, electron capture leads t
charged target, as in the case of an insulating surface. L
metallic clusters have a band structure similar to metal s
faces with regard to a large portion of unoccupied sta
above the Fermi level. Smaller clusters tend to form n
rowly spaced levels, rather than bands, and, with regar
551050-2947/97/55~1!/479~9!/$10.00
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capture, may resemble a large atomic target. In this work,
consider neutral C60 targets. By measuring both target an
projectile charge states in coincidence, it has recently@19#
become possible to separate soft and hard collisions.
collisions occur at relatively large impact parameters, res
in the capture of a relatively small number of electrons, a
do not lead to fragmentation of the target. For collisions
highly charged ions with surfaces, the image charge ac
eration@26# imposes an upper limit for the closest approa
of the projectile to the target, and complicates the distinct
between above-, near-, and below-surface interacti
@5,7,9#. In contrast, soft collisions with fullerenes~that to
some extent may be viewed as spherically shaped mono
ers of graphite surfaces! at large impact parameters allow fo
the undistorted investigation of above-surface effects. T
electronic structure of neutral C60 is well understood from
first-principles calculations@23,27–32#. In applications to
charge exchange and electron emission in soft ion-C60 colli-
sions, we have previously used two different models to r
resent the target electronic structure. We first@21,22# used
the local-density approximation~LDA ! description of Puska
and Nieminen@33#, which models the behavior of the 24
valence electrons based on a smeared out, attractive b
ground potential of all 60 carbon cores. Next@23#, we em-
ployed a more accurate molecular self-consistent Dir
Fock-Slater~DFS! calculation @27# to obtain ground-state
electronic structures of neutral C60 and its positive ions
C60

i1, i50 . . . 6. Incomparison with the LDA calculation
of Puska and Nieminen@33#, the DFS calculation shows no
ticeable differences in the calculated valence spectra of n
tral C60. However, the comparison of scattering calculatio
based on the two different descriptions of the targ
electronic structure@23# shows that cross sections for th
production of specific target-charge states in soft collisio
charge-state evolutions of target and projectile, and projec
scattering angles agree at the 10% level. With respec
cross sections for charge-state-changing 80-keV Ar81-C60
collisions, our scattering simulations based on the LDA a
DFS target electronic structure calculations agree within
overall accuracy of our model, and are in fair agreement w
experiments@19#.

A number of attempts to model the relaxation of multip
479 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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480 55UWE THUMM
excited ions have been made in the past. Benoit-Cattinet al.
@34# investigated the relaxation of doubly, triply, and quad
ply excited projectile states formed in collisions of 70-ke
N71 ions with Ar. Their discussion of possible relaxatio
paths is based on measured electron spectra in conjun
with predictions of the classical overbarrier model of N
haus@35# for the formation of the hollow ion. The emitte
electron spectra are dominated by doubly excited lines wh
are traced to excited states formed by either direct dou
capture or autoionizing cascades. As the authors admit,
assessment of particular decay paths is very difficult, e
for the case of a bare incident ion presumably leading to
the very most, quadruply excited states. Radiative stabil
tion following double-electron capture of 10 keV/am
Ar q1, q<17, and Krq1, q<34, ions colliding with Ar was
discussed by Aliet al. @36#. Radiative stabilization was
found to be of importance for the case of asymmetric dou
excited states, where the two excited electrons popu
shells of different principal quantum numbers,n!n8. These
states may be the result of double capture into shells of c
parable principal quantum numbers (n'n8) followed by an
Auger transition, as suggested by Roncin, Gaboriaud,
Barat@37#. The radiative relaxation cascade is then assum
to proceed along the ‘‘Yrast’’ line of maximal angular mo
mentum of the active electron. This is supported by the
tistical dominance of high angular momentum states, the
pole selection rule (D l51), and the resonant population o
high angular momentum states at large impact parame
For multiply charged argon ions~Ar q1, q55•••17) collid-
ing with neutral argon at 10 keV/amu, a relaxation sche
based on Auger transitions has been suggested by Aliet al.
@38#. Many assumptions in this scheme are similar to
discussions of Benoit–Cattinet al. @34# and Posthumus an
Morgenstern@39#. However, the relaxation was assumed
proceed along one particular decay path determined as
sequence of most likely relaxation steps, whereas diffe
paths were taken into consideration in Refs.@34# and @39#.

On the theoretical side, Vaeck and Hansen@40,41#, van
der Hart and Hansen@42#, and Hansen, Schraa, and Vae
@43# recently calculated radiative and Auger decay rates
multiply excited ions. Theseab initio calculations predict
that, for increasing asymmetry of a doubly excited sta
autoionization becomes less important, and radiative tra
tions possible. Close-coupling calculations by Chen and
@44# suggest a noticeable amount of radiative transitions~i.e.,
relatively large fluorescence yields! in certain quasisymmet
ric configurations of high-lying doubly excited Ar161 states.

In this paper, we focus on resonant electron exchange
the emission of projectile Auger electrons during and a
the collision. In Sec. II we give a brief overview of the d
namical classical overbarrier model for collisions of slo
ions with spherical clusters. Details of this approach ha
been published elsewhere@21#. Being an essentially classica
model, our approach requires a relatively small amoun
information on the target-electronic structure, such that
target is sufficiently represented by its sequence of ioniza
potentials and its spectrum of bound states, including le
degeneracies and occupations. More detailed informat
e.g., given by electronic wave functions, is not required. F
the target–electronic structure, we use results of the D
calculation @23,27#, a brief summary of which is given in
-
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Sec. III. Once a hollow ion has been generated in an i
cluster collision, it will start to decay on its way to the pro
jectile detector. In Sec. IV we present a simple scheme
models this downstream decay as a sequence of autoion
and radiative relaxation steps. Section V contains our
merical results and their discussion, and our conclusions
low in Sec. VI. Unless otherwise specified, we use atom
units throughout this work.

II. SUMMARY OF THE DYNAMICAL CLASSICAL
OVERBARRIER MODEL

During the interaction with the projectile, energy leve
level occupations, transition rates, and total charges of ta
(qt) and projectile (qp) vary as a function ofR, the internu-
clear distance between the target center of mass and the
jectile. For the slow collisions considered in this work,
adiabatic approximation is justified, and it can be assum
that R does not change on the time scale of resonant e
tronic transitions.

We describe the projectile within an independent-elect
approach based on hydrogenic shellsn with energy levels,
occupations numbers, and degeneracies denoted byen

p(R),
an(R), andAn52n2. We do not resolve angular momentu
sublevels. During the collision, the projectile energy lev
shift due to image-charge effects, Stark shifts induced b
charged target, and the dynamical change in screening
duced by varying level populations. Target energy lev
em
t (R) are Stark shifted downward in the electric field of th
positive projectile. After the capture of target electrons, po
tive charge accumulates on the target, which results in
additional downward shift of the target spectrum.

In order to be captured~or recaptured!, the active electron
is required to overcome the potential barrierVB between
target and projectile that is formed by the total electro
potential

V~q,Q,R,z!52
q

uR2zu
2
Q

z
1Vim~q,R,z!, ~2.1!

whereq andQ are the charges of projectile and target acti
on the electron in transition. The electron coordinate alo
the internuclear axis is denoted byz. The image potential
Vim includes the active electron’s self-image and the ima
potential of the effective projectile chargeq. As the projec-
tile approaches the target, the first resonant transfer o
electron becomes possible whenVB energetically moves be
low the highest occupied target level~or Fermi level!,
eF(R). The distanceR1* , at which this may happen, is ob
tained numerically from the condition

eF~R1* !5VB~q,Q,R1* !, ~2.2!

whereq5qp(t52`) andQ51. The generalization of this
condition leads to decreasing critical radiiR1*.R2*.

R3* ••• for the sequential capture of electrons on the incom
trajectory.

The critical distancesRi* for sequential overbarrier cap
ture are related to geometrical cross sections for the prod
tion of specific charge states,1 i , of C60 by
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55 481HOLLOW ION FORMATION AND DECAY IN SLOW . . .
s i5p~Ri*
22Ri11* 2!, ~2.3!

and to the total geometrical cross sections tot5pR1*
2. The

critical overbarrier distances can easily be extracted from
calculated impact-parameter-dependent final charge stat
the target.

From the known initial occupations of target and proje
tile, an

0 and bm
0 , the time evolution of the occupation

an(t) and bm(t) of projectile levelsn and target levelsm,
and the emitted electron yield are obtained by integrat
classical rate equations of the form

d

dt
an5GRN2GRLan1 (

n8.n

Gn8,n22 (
n8,n

Gn,n8, ~2.4!

d

dt
bm5GRL2GRN. ~2.5!

Analytical expressions for the resonant-capture ratesGRN,
resonant-loss ratesGRL , and Auger-transition rates are give
in Ref. @21#. All rates and occupation numbers implicitl
depend onR(t), and the above equations are solved sim
taneously with Newton’s equation for the projectile motio

Fast Auger transitions may partly relax a multiply excit
projectile while competing resonant electron transfer occ
With respect to Auger processes and during the collision,
therefore include fast transitions, for which the two acti
electrons start in the same shell. The basic Auger transi
ratesgni ,nf

for the transition of an electron from initial she

ni to final shellnf accompanied by the emission of an ele
tron out of shellni are given in Ref.@2#. In this reference the
Cowan code@45# has been applied to the decay of high
excited 1snis

2 initial configurations to final configuration
1snfses with kinetic energies of the ejected electrone,4
eV, and the numerical results were found to obey the sca
rule

gni ,nf
5
5.0631023

~ni2nf !
3.465

2.0931014s21

~ni2nf !
3.46 . ~2.6!

We describe the dependence of Auger rates on the numb
electrons in the initial and final active shells by statistic
weights

vni
i 5 1

2 ~ani
2 2ani !, ~2.7!

and, as given in Ref.@2#,

vnf
f 5~111.5anf !

21, ~2.8!

such that the Auger rates in Eq.~2.4! are given by

Gni ,nf
5vni

i vnf
f gni ,nf

. ~2.9!

The statistical weightvni
i was previously found to param

etrize ~within limits! the dependence of Auger rates on t
number of electrons in the initial active shell@46,41#.

Vaeck and Hansen provided lower limits for total Aug
decay ratesGVH of 1snpan configurations in N(62an)1 ions
~Fig. 1 in Ref.@41#!, based on Cowan-code calculations@45#.
Their ratiosGVH(1s 10p

an)/GVH(1s 10p
2) for initial occu-
e
of

-

g

l-

s.
e

n

-

g

of
l

pations of then510 shella1052, 4, and 6 yield 1, 5, and
25, respectively, in fair agreement with the statistical weig
~2.7!. A detailed comparison of our Auger rates~2.9! with ab
initio calculations is impossible, since such calculation ha
not yet been performed for the highly charged ions in m
tiply excited states of relevance in this paper. Howev
the lower limits for the Auger decay of 1snp6 configura-
tions in Ar111 ions given by Vaeck and Hansen~Fig. 5
in Ref. @41#! are of the same order of magnitude as o
rates given by Eq.~2.9!. For example, for then510
shell, Vaeck and Hansen find the lower limi
GVH(1s 10p

6)55.631013 s21, whereas Eq.~2.9! gives
G10,nf

51.431013 and 4.531013 s21 for nf58 and 7, re-
spectively.

So far, slow Auger relaxation channels are not included
they can be neglectedduring the collision. Further down-
stream, however, when resonant transfer processes are
sically forbidden, Auger processes determine the final cha
state of the projectile. For the highly charged projectile stu
ied in this paper, downstream Auger and radiative relaxat
steps are accounted for by enhancing our dynamical sim
tion with a simple relaxation scheme~Sec. IV!.

Projectile Auger electrons, emitted at timet with energy
eA(t), are collected in energy bins@ek#[@(k21)De,kDe#,
k51,2, . . . , with widthsDe of the order of the experimenta
energy resolution. The numbersck(t) of electrons emitted in
each energy bin before timet and for a particular projectile
trajectory are given by

d

dt
ck5(

nf
(
ni.nf

Gni ,nf
3H 1 if eA~ t !P@ek#

0 otherwise.
~2.10!

The overbarrier model is limited to impact paramete
larger than a certain minimal valuebmin . For relatively small
charge states of the incident projectile, e.g., for N51, this
value is given by the geometrical extension of the target@22#.
For higher initial projectile charges, e.g., for Ar81 @21# and
certainly for Bi461, multiple-electron capture at impact pa
rameters larger than the target radius may lead to fragm
tation of the target. The overbarrier model can be applied
impact parameters that result in capture-induced fragme
tion if the corresponding fragmentation time-scale is lar

FIG. 1. Binding energies, degeneracies, and occupancies fo
valence levels of C60. All energy levels are binned in 1-eV inter
vals. Results of the Dirac-Fock-Slater calculation@23,27#.
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482 55UWE THUMM
compared with the collision time. A conservative estima
for bmin is given by the onset of the production of targ
charge states that lead to fragmentation during the collis
Recent experiments@25# suggest that forq<8 the lifetime of
C60

q1 is at least 5ms. However, for larger charge statesq,
fragmentation will be faster and might occur during the c
lision. In this case, the projectile might strongly interact w
fragments, requiring the extension of the overbarrier mo
towards the inclusion of fast fragmentation channels.

Our version of the classical overbarrier model@21,22# ap-
proximates the target dielectic response to the exte
charges of active electrons and projectile ion by class
image potentials that are limited to the range of applicabi
of linear-response theory. The onset of nonlinear respo
imposes an upper limit for the projectile charge and a low
limit for the impact parameter. The distanceR̃NL of a charge
qp from a metal surface at which linear response theory st
to fail has been given by@3#

R̃NL51.13r sAqp~R̃NL!, ~2.11!

wherer s is the Wigner-Seitz radius of the target electron g
For spherical conducting targets of sufficiently large radi
we may use this relation to obtain an estimate for the on
of nonlinear effects. The corresponding minimal distan
from the target center of massRNL is then

RNL5Rtarget11.13r sAqp~RNL!. ~2.12!

This leads to the critical charge for the onset of nonlin
response

qp~RNL!5FRNL2Rtarget

1.13r s
G2. ~2.13!

In our application to C60 ~which for the purpose of this esti
mate is regarded as a spherical shell of radiusa and thick-
nessDa) we find @33# r s51.2 andRtarget5a1Da/259.5.
By plotting the right hand side of Eq.~2.13! as a function of
R together with the simulated charge state evolutionqp(R),
the critical impact parameterbmin

NL for the onset of nonlinea
response is given by the intersection of the two curves~cf.
Sec. V!.

III. ON THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF C 60

In terms of single-electron wave functionsf i for all elec-
trons in the cluster, the Dirac kinetic-energy operatort, the
potential energy of the interaction of the electrons with
nucleiVn, the direct Coulomb-interaction potential betwe
the electronsVc, the electron-electron exchange potential
the local approximation,

Vex~r !523aF 38p
r~r !G1/3, ~3.1!

with fixed parametera50.7, and the electronic density

r~r !5(
i
nif i

†~r !f i~r !, ~3.2!
e

n.

-

el

al
al
y
se
r

ts

.
,
et
e

r

e

with occupation numbersni , the total energy of the many
electron molecular system can be written as@23,27#

E5(
i

^f i utuf i&1E rVnd3r1 1
2 E rVcd3r

1 3
4 E rVexd3r1 (

p.q

ZpZq
uRp2Rqu

. ~3.3!

Application of the usual variational procedure to this ener
functional leads to the single-particle DFS equations for
wave functionsf i and energy eigenvalues« i

@ t1Vn1Vc1Vex#uf i&5« i uf i&, i51, . . . ,N. ~3.4!

These equations can be solved within a molecular-orb
linear combination of atomic orbitals~MO-LCAO! scheme,
i.e., by expanding the molecular-orbital wave functions
symmetry–adapted wave functionsx j , which themselves are
expanded in four–component Dirac spinorsjnkm

n at lattice

points rWn with coefficientswnnkm
j ,

f i~r !5(
j
ci jx j5(

j
ci j (

nnkm
wnnkm
j jnkm

n . ~3.5!

The symmetry orbitals are created using the icosahe
point group. For the 1s, 2s, 2p1/2, and 2p3/2 atomic states,
the atomic basis functionsjnkm

n used for the construction o
the symmetry orbitals are numerically obtained by solvi
the atomic DFS equations. The calculations were done u
the bond distances 2.772 and 2.561 between the C ato
corresponding to the radiusa56.681 of the Buckminster-
fullerene.

The DFS single-particle energies of neutral C60 in the
ground state are represented in Fig. 1 in bins of 1 eV wid
The DFS has also been applied@23,27# to C60

1 i ions for
i<6. Thei th ionization potential~Table I! is obtained as the
difference of the total energies of the systems C60

1( i21) and
C60

1 i . For the scattering part of our calculation~cf. Sec. II!,
we used the DFS ionization potentials fori<6 and approxi-
mated higher ionization potentialsI i , i.6 by taking into
account the work necessary to remove a seventh, eighth,
electron from the surface of a uniformly charged sphere

TABLE I. Ionization potentials of C60
( i21)1.

i DFS ~Theory! ~eV! Experiment~eV! Reference

1 7.17 7.5860.04 @48#
2 10.59 12.2560.5 @47#
3 13.98 17.060.7 @47#
4 17.37
5 20.73
6 24.09
7 27.43
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55 483HOLLOW ION FORMATION AND DECAY IN SLOW . . .
radius a, I i5I 11( i21)/a @21#. Table I also shows mea
sured ionization potentials@47,48#.

IV. RELAXATION SCHEME FOR HOLLOW IONS

For extremely inverted projectile populations, such
generated in the case of incident Bi461, a very large number
of possible autoionizing transitions leads to an even lar
number of possible relaxation cascades. In principle, o
the hollow ion energy levels for various charge states and
transition rates are known, all possible cascades could
sampled in a Monte Carlo approach. Alternatively, in a le
elaborate approach, the relaxation path could be selected
der the assumption that the largest rate determines the
relaxation step@38#. In view of uncertainties and technica
difficulties in accurately describing the relaxation of ev
doubly excited states@34,36–40,42–44#, it is evident that for
the more extreme cases of multiply excited projectiles, a
orous theoretical treatment of autoionizing and radiative
cay cascades is presently not accessible. We therefore
ploy a simple relaxation scheme that is based on intuiti
basic features of emitted electron spectra, and wave-func
overlap arguments. Our scheme is closely related to the id
of Benoit-Cattin et al. @34#, Posthumus and Morgenster
@39#, and Ali et al. @38#. We do not resolve angular momen
tum states within a shell of principle quantum numbern.
Two electrons participating in an Auger transition are i
tially in shellsni ,1 andni ,2 , with dni5ni ,12ni ,2 . For non-
equivalent electrons we may assumeni ,1.ni ,2 . An autoion-
izing transition may occur into shell nf , with
dnf5ni ,22nf . With these definitions our relaxation schem
can be summarized as follows.

~Aa! Since Auger transitions are driven by electro
electron correlation in the initial state, the relaxation casc
is assumed to start with the smallest possibledni . For a
givendni , highest priority is given to Auger transitions th
depopulate the highest possible shell. Next, for given val
of ni anddni , we minimizednf . This agrees with the gen
eral observation of very strongly enhanced emitted elec
energy spectra close to the continuum threshold, as we
with relatively large wave-function overlap between initi
and final states. The relaxation cascade may now start in
highest shell withdni50 and the smallest possiblednf .
This pattern is repeated until the ion is stable with respec
Auger decay of equivalent electrons.

~Ab! The relaxation now proceeds with autoionizing tra
sitions of nonequivalent electrons. Highest priority is giv
to the smallest possibledni.0 ~saydni51). Second highes
priority is given to the largestni ,1 . Next on the priority list
are the smallest possiblednf . If transitions for a particular
set of values (dni ,ni ,dnf) are saturated,dnf is successively
increased until no more transitions for the specified value
dni andni are possible. Next,ni is successively decrease
while, as before,dnf is minimized until autoionizing transi
tions for the given value ofdni are saturated. At this poin
dni is increased by one, andni and dnf are selected and
prioritized as before. This pattern is repeated until furth
increase ofdni does not enable further autoionizing tran
tions. As occupations have changed, possibly leading
highly excited states with two equivalent electrons, af
each transition in~Ab! we go back to the beginning of~Aa!.
s
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~Ra! Radiative transitions may continue to relax the e
cited ion. For hydrogenic states, radiative transition pro
abilities are largest for the lowest-lying final states an
among those, for the lowest emitted photon energies@49#.
We designate the lowest shell with at least one vacancy
nmin and the highest occupied shell bynmax. We try to radia-
tively fill vacancies in shellnmin , by increasingni from
nmin11 to nmax.

~Rb! Once shellnmin is full, we determine the new value
for nmin , and repeat~Ra! until all inner vacancies are filled

Our version of the classical overbarrier model~Sec. II!
allows for noninteger occupations of projectile shells. F
very large charge states of the incoming projectile, the rel
ation scheme just described leads to projectiles that are
laxed only with respect to transitions of integer element
charges. This may result in an accumulation of fractions
an elementary charge in many higher shells. Consistent w
our mainly classical approach to the generation of holl
atoms, and in order to fully depopulate high-lying shells,
therefore removed the restriction of charge quantization
the relaxation process in the following way: The sche
~Aa! to ~Rb! is first applied while enforcing charge quant
zation. In our applications to incident Bi461 ions, this ‘‘first
round’’ left the projectiles in multiply excited states wit
noninteger occupations in many Rydberg shells. The sa
relaxation scheme is subsequently applied a second
without enforcing charge quantization. The removal
charge quantization means that we allow for transitions
fractions of elementary charges, corresponding to class
currents. In view of configuration interactions~CI!, we may
interpret noninteger occupations as shell occupations tha
averaged over CI–coupled configurations. In the same se
the charge and photon fractions emitted during the relaxa
of these states have a statistical interpretation. After e
transition populations have changed, and we go back to~Aa!
to ~first! allow for transitions that obey charge quantizatio
In this way, we eventually obtain ions with, at the mo
noninteger shell occupations in the outermost shell. Th
ions are now stable with respect to autoionizing and radia
transitions, and their potential energy has been carried a
by either electrons or photons.

With respect to Auger transitions, we maximize the cu
rent of emitted electrons, as explained by the following e
ample. Suppose shellni has an average occupation of 0.
Suppose further that autoionization occurs by filling sh
nf , which had an average population of 1.5. The emit
electron current is now maximized by depleting shellni ,
which results in the~averaged! emission of 0.35 negative
charge units and an average population in shellnf of 1.85.
Similarly, for radiative transitions, we allow for the large
possible photon current, as the following example illustrat
Suppose theK shell has an average population of 1.8, and
to be filled by aKa transition. If the averageL-shell popu-
lation is 0.3, 0.2 negative charge units radiatively fill theK
shell, leaving theL shell with an average population of 0.1
Simultaneously and in the average, 0.2 photons are emi

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of projectile and targ
charge states, and of the total number of Auger electr
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emitted during the collision of 830-keV Bi461 ions with neu-
tral C60 for trajectories with impact parameterb525. The
distanceRi is the projection of the target-projectile distan
onto the incident-beam direction. The point of closest
proach is given byRi50. Charge exchange mainly occu
on the incident trajectory (Ri,0), starting atRi5251.2,
which corresponds to the first critical overbarrier distan
R1*557.0. For the considered impact parameter, about
electrons are resonantly captured. Resonant charge exch
ceases close to the distance of closest approach (Ri'0). For
the displayed part of the trajectory, the charge-state evolu
of the projectile is insensitive to projectile Auger transition
as indicated by the very small current of emitted projec
electrons. This small current also indicates that the projec
is not relaxed at a distance of 100 downstream or, equ
lently, 6 fs after its closest approach to the target. Our
merical studies show that, with respect to the fast Au
transitions included in Eq.~2.4!, the projectile is relaxed a
distances of about 104 a.u. downstream, or 600 fs after th
closest approach. This time is an order of magnitude lar
than the relaxation time found in grazing incidence collisio
of 3.75 keV/amu O31•••91 collisions with Au~110! surfaces
@50#. The difference in time scales may be attributed to
comparatively long interaction time in the grazing io
surface collisions, where relatively small impact paramet
lead to the rapid direct filling of inner shells. This situation
very different from the large impact-parameter collisio
considered in this work which resonantly populate high p
jectile shells~see subsequent discussion! and therefore re-
quire a multistep~and thus slow! transition cascade to rela
the projectile.

A more detailed picture of the electronic transitions
given by the evolution of projectile@Fig. 3~a!# and target
@Fig. 3~b!# level occupations. The impact parameter is t
same as in Fig. 2. Figure 3~a! shows that resonant transition
first populate projectile shelln531 and, as the projectile

FIG. 2. Charge-state evolution for projectile and target a
number of emitted Auger electrons for 830-keV~corresponding to a
speedv50.40 a.u.! Bi 461 ions colliding with C60 at impact param-
eterb525 a.u.Ri is the component along the direction of the inc
dent projectile of the projectile position vector with respect to
target center of mass. The point of closest approach correspon
Ri50.
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further approaches the target, eventually lead to the pop
tion of shells with principal quantum numbers between
and 31, thus providing a rather extreme case of popula
inversion.

Target energy levels are labeled with the quantum num
m ~not to be confused with a magnetic quantum number!. As
shown in Fig. 3~b!, electrons are first captured out of th
target Fermi level ~labeled with the quantum numbe
m542), and next out of nearby levels below the Fermi lev
Eventually, a large range of target levels becomes resona
depopulated. In view of the large number of closely spac
valence levels of C60 and for computational convenience, w
have introduced small~1 eV wide! energy bins that may
contain several DFS target levels@23#. All quantum numbers
m<17 ~corresponding to levels bound by more than 10.
eV! in Fig. 3~b! represent bins that contain more than tw
electrons. For example, the energy binsm516 and 17 are
24-fold and 20-fold degenerate, respectively. All numb
m>17, with the exception ofm530, designate individua

d

to

FIG. 3. Evolution of projectile and target level occupatio
changes with respect to the initial occupations. System and pa
eters as in Fig. 2.~a! Occupation changes of projectile levelsn
~main quantum number! as a function ofRi . ~b! Target occupation
number changes. The quantum numberm labels target levels as
given by the Dirac-Fock-Slater calculation@23,27#. Quantum num-
bersm<17 represent several levels binned in small energy in
vals.
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DFS levels. The quantum numberm530 marks an energy
bin that includes two almost degenerate levels, and cont
four electrons. The striking population changes atm516 and
30 appear to be related to the relatively high degenerac
the associated bins in the C60 valence spectrum and are,
some extent, an artifact of our particular energy binning.

Figures 2 and 3 allow for a simple estimate of the co
sion time, i.e., the time interval during which resonant tra
sitions occur. The speed ofv50.4 and a typical path length
for resonant interaction,DRi'100, yield a collision time of
about 25056 fs. We have assumed that fragmentation
highly charged C60 ions does not change the charge e
change dynamics as simulated in the overbarrier model. T
assumption becomes invalid should fragmentation happe
a time scale that is comparable or faster than the collis
time.

Figure 4~a! shows charge states and emitted elect
yields as a function of impact parameter and at a distanc
Ri5100 downstream. At this distance resonant transfer is
longer possible. On the other hand, this distance is su
ciently small such that the projectile did not yet start to re
in any significant way, as is seen in the very small Aug
yields in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!.

Figure 4~d! shows the simulated projectile charge-sta
evolutionqp(R) for head-on collisions and distances of t
ion to the target center of massR<10, together with the
critical charge for the onset of nonlinear response@the right-
hand side of Eq.~2.13!#. The curves intersect atR'16.5, and
we found it appropriate to choosebmin5bmin

NL 517 in order to
avoid nonlinear effects. Our simulation is therefore restric
to collisions withb>17, and all simulated spectra and yiel
shown below only include such distant collisions.

The spectrum of Auger electrons in Fig. 4~b! is given by
the numbersck @Eq. ~2.10!# of projectile electrons emitted in
234 eV wide energy bins by the time the projectile h

FIG. 4. ~a!–~c! Results without downstream relaxation
Ri5100 a.u. downstream.~a! Projectile and target charge states.~b!
Auger-electron yield, normalized, integrated over impact para
eters, and binned in 234 eV energy intervals~see text!. ~c! Emitted
projectile Auger electron yield per projectile as function of impa
parameter.~d! Simulated projectile charge state on the incident t
jectory for head-on collisions as a function of the distance to
target center-of-mass~solid line!. Critical charge for the onset o
nonlinear response~dotted line, cf~2.13!!.
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reached the distanceRi5100 ~downstream! according to the
expression for the yieldy,

y5
2p

A E
bmin

R1* db bck~b!. ~5.1!

We have normalized this energy differential yield to the a
run through by projectiles on charge-state changing traje
ries

A5p~R1*
22bmin

2 !58492.0. ~5.2!

We note that there is some uncertainty in the choice
bmin . However, for very highly charged incident ions the fir
critical overbarrier radius is large compared withbmin and
pbmin

2 small compared toA. Figure 4~c! shows the number o
emitted projectile Auger electrons per projectile as a funct
of impact parameter when the projectile reaches the dista
Ri5100 ~downstream!.

From the target charge versus impact parameter de
dence@Fig. 4~a!# the sequence of critical radiiRi* for the
capture of one, two, etc., electrons can be extracted.
exact values of our simulation are listed in Table II, togeth
with the corresponding geometrical cross sectionss i @Eq.
~2.3!#, for the production of a specific target charge statei ,
and the fractionf i5s i /s tot of produced fullerene ions with
charge1 i . The total cross section for charge-state chang
collisions iss tot51.02310452.86310213 cm2 and is sig-
nificantly larger than the calculated total cross sections
Ar 81 (6.2310214 cm2) @21# and N51 (4.3310214 cm2)
@22# projectiles. Figure 5 shows the fractionsf i for i<20,
corresponding to distant collisions withb.21. These frac-
tions represent 87% of all recoil ion charge sta
((1

20f i50.87). The remaining 13% represent recoil ions th
are generated at impact parameters smaller than 21. Inte
ingly, our simulated fullerene ion charge-state distributi
does not have the binomial shape proposed by Jinet al. @25#.
At this point the reason for this discrepancy is not know

TABLE II. Critical overbarrier radiiRi* ~in a.u.!, geometrical
cross sections~in a.u.! for the production of final target charg
states1 i in 830 keV Bi461 on C60 collisionss i ~in a.u.!, and target
charge fractionsf i , for impact parametersb.21 a.u. The total
cross section for charge-state changing collisions
s tot51.023104 a.u.52.86310213 cm2.

i Ri* s i /100 f i

1 57.0 17.1 0.17
2 52.0 10.4 0.10
3 48.7 10.0 0.098
4 45.3 7.19 0.071
5 42.7 6.51 0.064
6 40.2 4.93 0.048
7 38.2 5.13 0.050
8 36.0 4.82 0.047
9 33.8 3.92 0.038
10 31.9 3.13 0.031
11 30.3 2.42 0.024
12 29.0 2.49 0.024
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and might by assigned to deficiencies in our simulation.
note, however, that Jinet al. applied a binomial fit to their
measured charge state distribution which is based on the
sumptions that~1! multiple electron capture proceeds as
sequence of independent capture events withidentical cap-
ture probabilities, and~2! only a small fraction of all delo-
calized electrons in C60 are available for capture.

In Fig. 6 we present our results including downstrea
projectile relaxation as described in Sec. IV. As a con
quence of the downstream relaxation process, most of
captured electrons are autoionized, as is easily seen by c
paring Fig. 6~a! with 4~a!. Due to this long-range relaxatio
process, the incident projectile charge effectively change
the most by a few units, for the closest considered collisio
In comparison with Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!, Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!
show that autoionization is practically restricted to dow
stream deexcitations that happen after the collision, a
simple order-of-magnitude comparison of the collision tim
and typical Auger transition times suggests. The same is
for the in general slower radiative transitions. Radiative tr
sitions only contribute to the relaxation, while the project
moves a macroscopic distance between the collision re
and detector. We note that our emitted electron yields a
more so, our radiative yields are temptative, due to the c
plicated nature of both, the primary capture events and
relaxation process. For the considered range of impact
rameters (b>17), we find a total branching ratio~total x-ray
yield divided by total Auger yield! of 0.03.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Within the dynamical classical overbarrier model for co
lisions of slow ions with spherical clusters, we simulated
formation of hollow ions during the interaction of ver
highly charged bismuth ions with C60. In the description of
the target electronic structure, we relied on a recently p
formed DFS calculation for C60 and its positive ions. We
calculated cross sections for the production of specific tar
charge states as well as charge-state and occupation e
tions of both collision partners during the collision, i.e

FIG. 5. Distribution of target charge states immediately af
resonant charge exchange has ceased atRi5100 a.u. downstream
for impact parametersb.21 a.u.
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while resonant exchange channels are open. In contra
previous investigations@25# that predict a binomial distribu-
tion of collisionally produced target charge states, we fin
charge-state distribution which, in trend, decreases with
creasing charge of the target.

We further investigated the downstream relaxation of c
lisionally produced hollow ions, and proposed a simple
laxation scheme that includes both autoionizing and radia
transitions. This scheme allows for the simulation of ene
differential and total yields of Auger electrons and photo
emitted while the projectile relaxes. As a result of this dow
stream relaxation, we find that almost all of the resonan
captured electrons are emitted due to autoionization, w
the projectile moves away from the interaction region.

Future investigations, both experimental and theoreti
are necessary to improve our understanding of many-elec
transfer processes and emitted electron and x-ray spect
collisions between highly charge ions and clusters. Due
the complexity of the collision system, nonperturbativeab
initio calculations, based on quantum-mechanical matrix
ements, are currently out of reach. On the other hand,
many-electron nature of the hollow ion formation and dec
leads us to believe that not all the detailed information p
vided by first-principles calculations is needed to descr
the processes considered in this paper. Much of the quan
mechanical details will be averaged over and out. In t
sense, simple models, successively refined and fine tune
future experiments, will contribute to a better understand
of the complex nature of the formation and decay of hollo
ions.
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r
FIG. 6. Results including downstream relaxation.~a! Projectile

and target charge states.~b! Auger-electron yield, normalized, inte
grated over impact parameters, and binned in 234-eV energy in
vals ~see text!. ~c! Emitted projectile Auger-electron yield and pho
ton yields per projectile as functions of impact parameter.~d! X-ray
yield, normalized, integrated over impact parameters, and binne
234-eV energy intervals.
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